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1. GAO will not disturb a contracting
4gency's determination to allow the
low bidder to correct its bid to an
amount still below the next low bid
where the agency reasonably con-
cluded that: the bidder presented
clear and convincing evidence of the
mistake and of the bid actually
intended,

2. Where a low bidder claims a mistake
in its bid before award, and requests
upward correction to the bid price
allegedly intended, which is below the
second low bid, the closer the in-
tended bid is to the next low bid the
more difficult it will be to establish
clearly and convincingly that the amount
claimed was the bid actually intended.

PK Contractors, Inc. protests the Department of
the Interior's decision to permit ATH Underground Con-
struction Co. to correct a mistake in bid that was
alleged after bicl opening under invitation for bids
(IFB) No. 8400-81A PK contends that there is a
strong possibility that A&H fabricated new estimat-
*tng worksheets to prove its mistake and thereby in-
crease its low bid to an amount just below that of
PK, the second low bidder.

Ile deny the protest.

Bids in response to the IYB, which was for sewer-
age! and power systems improvements at Lassen Volcanic
National Park in California, wore opened on August 6,
1981. .Aw submitted the low bid of $1,697,400, fol-
lowed by PK's bid of $2,130,541. On August 10, A&H
called the contracting officer claiming a mistake in
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its bid, specifically in solictyitton line items 11,
12 and la(there were 50 line items) involving trench
excavation, bedding, and backfill work. A&H informed
Interior that its mistake was due to an error in the
pagination of its 28 worksheets in that it incorrectly
numbered two pages as "sheet 8," According to AfiH, one
of the sheet 8 worksheets, which concerned line items
11, 12 and 13, was overlooked in computing the final
bid amount, In support of itsamistake claim, A&H fur-
nished to Interior its certified original dorksheets,
written quotations from suppliers and subct'iotractors,
original esttmate sheets, and a revised estimate sheet,

Upon studying A&Xa's submissions, Interior found that
AEM's elevients of cost for items 11, 12 and 13 began on
sheet 7 and continued through sheet 9 of the firm's work-
sheets, The elements of cost for these items appetring
on sheet 7, the first sheet 8, and sheet 9 were tcotaled on
shoet 9, and that total figure was transferred to AiH's
estimate summary sheet which wan used in the final, prep-
aration of the bid, The estimates of other costs for
items 11, 12 and 13 that appeared on the second sheet 8,
however, erroneaously were not included in the sheet 9
total or, therefore, on the estimate summary sheet.
Interior determined that as a result of this failure to
consider the cost figures on the second shoot 8 A&H m!.s-
takenly omitted from its bid $355,134 in direct costs,
overhead and profit. Interior concluded:

"[A) review of A and H's working papers,
discussions with the contrarcting officer
and with A and H's estimator, yields
clear and convincing evidence of both a
mistake .in the ;iid submitted, and of what
the intended bid amount was. In addition,
the bid as corrected and uncorrected is
the lowest bid received * * *. Therefore,
* * * A and JI * * * may be allowed to cor-
rect its ortqinal bid from * * * $1,697,400
to $2,052,534 * * *9"

A firm that requests correction of .ts bAd based on
an error alleged after bid opening but prior t.o award
must submit clear and convincing evidence that an error
has been made, the manner in which the error occurred,
and the intended bid price. Federal Procurement Regula-
tions § 1-2.406-3(a)(2) (1964 edj); see Ace-EFederal
Reporters, Inc., 54 Comp. Gen. 340, 344 (1974), 74-2 CPD
239. Since the authority to correct such mistakes has.
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been delegated to the procuring agency, and because the
weight to be given to the evidence in support of an
alleged miotake is a question of fact, our Office will
not disturb the decision of the agqncy's evaluator of
the evidence unless the deciionn has no reasonable basis,
J.W. Creech Inc., f-191177, March 8, 1978, 70-1 CPD 186,
Upon inspection of AM-'s work papers and review of Interior's
analysis of the mistake c1lam' we believe Interior's deter-
mination to permit upward rtodification of AM'Hs bid is
reasonable.

'Ate thrust of PK'st objection to the upward correction
of A&H's bid is directed at the evidence upon which Interior's
mistake-in-bid determination was based; PK suggests that
AUH may have fabricated the evidence necessary to support
its mistake claim. Although PK concedes that this is con-
jecture, its suspicion is based primarily on its belief
that (1) A&H had the time to "manufacture" fraudulent work-
sheets becausa it'allagedly was dilatory in claiming the
mistake and in providing Interior with documentation to
support its claim, and (2) the second sheet 8 worksheet
was "conveniently loaded" with excessively high costs foL
items 11, )2, and 13 that raised A&UI's bid to just under
PK's second low bid, In this respect, PK suggests that
permitting correction of a low bid to just below the next
low bid encourages an unethical bidder to bid extremely
low and, upon learning its competitors' prices, declare
a mistake in its bid and secure an award in any amount
up to the second low bid.

We recognize that the correction of bid mistakes pre-
sents a vexing problem with regard to the possibility of
fraud. It has been argued that bid correction after bid
opening and the disclosure of prices compromises the inte-
grity of the competitive bidding system, which to some
extent, at least, is true. Nonetheless, there are cases
in which bid correction should be permitted where the
evidentiary requirements and regulatory procedures for
bid correction are strictly followed, the Ilnited States
should have the cost benefit of a corrected bid if it is
still low. See 48 Comp. Gen, 748 (1969). The potential
for abuse flowing from a decision allowing correction is
protected against by the high standard of proof necessary
before correction is permitted. See John Amentas Decorators,
Inc., B-190591, April 17, 1978, 78-1 CPD 294.
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We do not believe PK's specific reasons to suspect
fraud are well-founded here, First, we find nothing
unreasonable or dilatory in the amount of time it took
A&H to allege a mistake after bid opening, A&,1 noti-
fied Interior of its mistake less than two business days
after bid openin9W Furthermore, A&H submitted the evi-
dence supporting the mistake claim less than two days
after Interior requested it,

Second, with regard to PK'S concern that the Increase
of $355,134 for the three line items in question was exces-
sive and unreasornable, we have held that the pertinent in-
quiry for an agency reviewing a mistake claim is whether
the claimant actually intended to bid the additional amount,
and not whether the amount appears high. Brendle Sprinkler
Company, Inc., B-202971, July 15, 1981, 81-2 CPD 39. A&H
has presented clear arn convincig evidence of its intended
bid price. Also, A&H has provided a plausible explanation
for the apparently high costs indicated on the second sheet
8 by pointing out that the costs represent such high dol-
lar expenses as the rental of a rock crusher, the excava-
tion of 15,300 feet of trench and the operation of a rock
processing plant, items which other bidders may not have
included, or which are reflected elsewhere in their bids,

Finally, concerning PK's complaint that allowing cor-
rection of a low bid to an amount close to tne next low
bid encourages unethical conduct by low bidders, the require-
ment that corrections ba limited to those cases where the
evidence clearly and convincingly establishes the existence
of a mistake and the bid actually intended serves as a safe-
guard against this type of abuse. In effect, the closer an
asserted intended bid is to the next low bid, the more dif-
ficult it is to establish that the amount claimed clearly
was the bid actually intended. See R. }l. Whelan Co., B-203248,
August 11, 1981, 81-2 CPD 123. For that reason, correction
indeed often is disallowed where a corrected bid would come
too close to the next low bid. See, e.g., Asphalt Construc-
tion, Inc., 55 Comp. Gen. 742 (1976), 76-1 CPD 82, where we
denied correction that would have brought the total corrected
bid to within one percent of the next low bid.

In this case, however, A&H's corrected bid of $2,052,534
remains $78,007, or nearly 4 percent, less than PK's second
low bid of $2,130,541. Moreover, we believe that Interior
reasonably has determined that the evidence discussed above
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is clear and convincing as to 1ArlU's intended bid, and we
have no basis to conclude that "e evidence was Fabricated,
Since the standard for bid correction thus has been met,
we cannot object to Interior's decision to allow AMH to
correct its bid.

The protes% is denied.
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